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OUR VISION IS TO SEE SEX
SLAVERY ABOLISHED AND
THE BROKEN LIVES OF
SURVIVORS RESTORED
THROUGH CREATING
AWARENESS,
EMPOWERING ADVOCACY,
AND BUILDING
PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE
PREVENTION, RESCUE, AND
RESTORATION OF
TRAFFICKED CHILDREN IN
BALI AND THROUGHOUT
INDONESIA.
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A LETTER FROM
OUR FOUNDER...
"Hitting our milestones" best describes the past year of Dark Bali's history.
Early in the 2018, we received our 501(c)(3) status in the United States
and the equivalent in Indonesia, launching us into a new season of
expansion. Our relationships across Indonesia generated introductions to
new networks, and we added seven new organizations to the coalition. We
continued serving our coalition and other organizations through targeted
training programs, participated in research and data collection, and
continued bridging the gap between local grassroots organizations in
Indonesia and global resources.
Our work has been a delightful adventure as we continue to ask the antitrafficking community "what do you need to move forward?" and spring into
action to find ways to answer these stated needs. We are thrilled by the
ever-growing movement of abolitionists throughout Indonesia, and we are
truly honored to be a part of it. Activists are rising up, caregivers are being
empowered, and awareness is growing at every level of Indonesian society
about this social crisis. I cannot wait to see what the next year holds.
For Freedom,

Dalaina May
Founder and Executive Director
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CONNECTIONS

We recognize the power of collaboration. Therefore, we
believe that human trafficking in Indonesia will only be
eliminated when local abolitionists are effectively working
together and have a voice in the global anti-trafficking
movement.
Our role is to strengthen this network and amplify the voices
of Indonesian caregivers, policy makers, activists, and
survivors. We do this through identifying and networking
existing anti-trafficking organizations across the country,
facilitating regular roundtable meetings, coordinating projects
between organizations and government entities, and
connecting Indonesian organizations to international
networks and resources.
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EXPANSION
TO 7 NEW CITIES

FACILITATING
FACILITATING
INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATIONS
THROUGH LOCAL POLICE AND
RESCUE ORGANIZATIONS

PRIORITIZING
LOCAL
LEADERSHIP
THROUGH ESTABLISHING AN
INDONESIAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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CONTRIBUTIONS

According to the US State Department's Trafficking in
Persons 2018 Report, each of Indonesia's 34 provinces is a
source and destination for human trafficking. Yet, there
exists little current data available to those researching or
developing strategies targeted toward combating trafficking
in the country.
Dark Bali serves the grassroots Indonesian community by
participating in data collection and research projects and
serving as a bridge between our local partners and English
speakers.
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In partnership with Liberty Shared, Dark Bali
participates in the Media Monitoring Programme.
The goal of this program is to disrupt the flow of
illicit funds gained through human trafficking by
using existing anti-money laundering laws to freeze
the assets of persons suspected of human trafficking.
Dark Bali contributes to this program by monitoring
Indonesian media and reporting the names of
suspected traffickers. This year, our efforts resulted
in two new criminal profiles in the global database.

In 2018, the Dark
Bali website
generated:
12 general queries
12 volunteer queries
6 research requests
3 victim reports
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At the request of the
Women's Human Rights
Institute of Korea, Dark
Bali contributed a
paper, Best Practices of
Anti-Trafficking
Organizations
(Indonesia), which was
published in November.
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COMMUNITY
RESOURCING

We are continually in awe of the resilience and reach of the
Indonesian anti-trafficking movement. Our intention is to
support local abolitionist leaders to fight against human
trafficking in their own cities by listening and responding
according to their goals and priorities.
Strengthening the reach and capacity of this community is at
the core of Dark Bali's mission. We do this by providing
needed training, translating quality resources into
Indonesian, and facilitating access into global anti-trafficking
networks.
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We hosted attendees
from 4 different islands
representing 14 different
organizations for our
training on Best
Practices in Trauma
Sensitive Care,
Leadership, and
Empowerment led by
Compass 31. Participants
learned practical skills in
art therapy, emotional
intelligence, self-concept,
self-defense, and
meditation.
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At this year's Asia Regional Anti-Trafficking Conference, the number
of representatives from Indonesia was 5 times higher than at the
previous year's conference. Dark Bali board member, Yohana
Pandhi, enjoyed connecting with Dark Bali coalition members from
around Indonesia and colleagues from around the world.

The "Guidance Note in Use of
Victim's Images" was
translated into Indonesian,
shared across Dark Bali's
coalition, and given to the
global platform, Freedom
Collaborative. This
comprehensive document
serves as a best practices
guide for anti-trafficking
organizations regarding
photography and
videography .
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Dark Bali's 2018 Board of Directors
Ruth Hubbard, Board Chair
Ruth joined Wycliffe Bible Translators as a designer in 2002. In
2005, she became the Vice President for Communications, before
spending 6 years as a Senior Vice President. Finally she became
the Chief Culture Officer. In total, Ruth was with Wycliffe for 14
years. In 2016, Ruth became InterVarsity’s first woman to serve as
the Urbana Director. She currently serves on the board of directors
for Marketplace & Development Enterprises. In roles Ruth has filled
—from literature teacher to retreat speaker, from graphic designer to
board member—Ruth loves to facilitate learning.
Dalaina May, Executive Director & Board Member
Dalaina moved to Bali, Indonesia in 2014 where she volunteered for
a local non-profit which operates a shelter for female teen survivors
of sex trafficking and sexual assault. Her role was to train and
develop the staff in better standards of care. Eventually, she
expanded this role to include members of multiple organizations,
and Dark Bali was born. She holds a BA in Intercultural Studies from
Biola University and a Master's Degree in Global Leadership with an
emphasis in Children at Risk from Fuller Seminary.

Juliana Williams, Board Secretary
Juliana serves as the Executive Director of the Boys & Girls Clubs
of Bend. Previously she led programs and operations for In Our
Backyard (IOB), an anti-human trafficking nonprofit based in Central
Oregon which focused on prevention, education and advocacy in
the U.S. Earlier in her career, Williams developed the first-ever,
comprehensive community relations program for global eyewear
and sports leader, Oakley, Inc, and led a project team to launch the
Infinite Hero Foundation. She lives with her husband and two
growing boys in the outdoor paradise of Bend, OR.
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Christian Nass, Board Member
Christian brings important expertise in business, in familiarity with
Indonesian culture and language, as well as experience working
with Indonesian government, businesses, and NGOs. Holding an
MBA from Arizona State University with an emphasis in Supply
Chain Management, Christian currently works as a Senior
Procurement Agent at Roche Diagnostics Operations, Inc. He is
also the owner and founder of ENM Pathfinder which is a sales
outlet for global wholesalers and retailers. From January 2013
through December 2015, Christian lived in Riau Province, Indonesia
where he worked as the procurement and logistics manager during
the construction of Telunas Private Island and later as the Finance
Manager for Bersama Solusindo.

Dennis Griggs, Board Member
Dennis spent his early career (1965-1989) in Germany where he
founded and led Campus Crusade for Christ, Germany and later the
Institute for Church Growth, Germany. When he returned to the
United States, he worked as a pastor until retiring in 2017. Currently
Dennis is the team leader for R.E.A.C.H (Richfield - Education,
Action, and Compassion for (anti-) Human Trafficking), which is a
church based anti-human trafficking volunteer ministry. He is also
the Safe Families for Children Coordinator at Richfield Community
Church, a team member for the Orange Country Human Trafficking
Task Force, and a contributor to Orangewood Foundation's
Community Trafficking Forum.
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Matthew Maloney, Dark Bali Indonesia Board Chair
Matt moved to Bali in 2014 after teaching secondary level Science for 9
years in schools in both the US and Peru. After moving to Bali, Matt began
to volunteer with several organizations, including Dark Bali, and currently
serves as a cross-cultural liaison to a locally run non-profit.

Andy Prawira, Dark Bali Indonesia Vice Chair
Andy is the founder and director of Generasi Bisa, an Indonesian nonprofit focused on addressing social issues impacting young Indonesians
including drugs, HIV/AIDS, domestic violence, discrimination, prostitution,
human trafficking, and poverty. In 2013, Andy was honored with an award
from UNESCO for his work in peace-making and religious reconciliation
among Indonesian youth.

Yohana Pandhi, Dark Bali Indonesia Board Trustee
Yohana brings years of experience working on behalf of Indonesian's
women and children. After retiring from a long career as the head of the
anti-trafficking unit of Bali's police force, Yohana took on the role of
director of women and children's services for a local non-profit which
includes the island's only safehouse for teenage girls. She also
successfully finished law school and passed the bar exam in order to
better support and advocate for those in her care.
Jessy Magdalena, Dark Bali Indonesia Treasurer
Jessy has been deeply involved in Bali's anti-trafficking movement for
years. During her time leading World Relief Indonesia's Unit for Trafficking
and Psychosocial support, she was instrumental in the birth and early
development of Dark Bali. She currently works as the director for PT Uno
Amico Indonesia.
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OUR LATEST
NUMBERS

In 2018, funds were raised
to complete the launch of
Dark Bali as a legal entity in
both the USA and
Indonesia. Additional
donations were given to
specific training projects.
As we look to 2019-2020,
our expansion will allow us
to hire two full-time staff
members and take on more
and larger projects in the
anti-trafficking community.
The significantly larger
2020 budget reflects this
exciting growth.
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OUR 2020
BUDGET
2020 Budget
Salaries for two full time staff: $76,000
Training Projects/Conferences: $15,000
Operating Expenses: $10,000
Total: $101,000
Corporate Sponsor
27%

Needed Funding
59.5%
Grant
13.5%
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To donate, visit our website at
www.darkbali.org or mail a check to:
PO Box 804
Yorba Linda, CA 92885

